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Our research focuses on molecular, cellular, and tissue mechanisms of cancer with aims to understand how cancer forms drug
resistance and to develop future clinical tools. We have dissected the molecular alterations that occur in prostate cancer
patient tumors during development of cancer and during formation of treatment resistance. Utilizing integrative analyses of
multiple genome-wide methods we have identified previously unrecognized disease mechanisms, now studying them further
with cellular and in vivo models. We are interested to understand how RNA regulatory pathways contribute to cancer,
especially focusing on roles of different species of non-coding RNAs and RNA binding proteins (RBPs). For example, we recently
showed that miR-32 promotes prostate cancer in vivo. While many RBPs have a recognized role in several other types of
diseases, such as neurodegenerative diseases, their roles in cancer are mostly unexplored and they pose a potential group of
novel cancer drug targets. In our unpublished work we have found that certain stress-responsive RBPs contribute to gene
expression in cancer, and that they also have roles in nuclear stress response pathways during cancer drug responses
involving the nucleolus and Cajal bodies. While studying how cancer grows in tissue, we aim at quantitative understanding of
tissue alterations already from early cancerous lesions and taking the spatial and 3D environment into account. We develop
innovative ways to image, visualize, and quantitatively analyze cells and tissues, utilizing novel and multimodal imaging
methods, digital pathology, machine learning, and AI tools. 
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